
Econ 113 Problem Set 3
Spring 2018 

Problem 1: Inequality: Property and Labor

According to Thomas Piketty, the ratio of the wealth of the overclass to the total income of 
society as a whole will settle at a steady-state ratio W/Y (where W is the wealth of the overclass, 
and Y is the total income of society as a whole) at which: 

 r - g = 0 

where r is the rate of accumulation of wealth and g is the growth rate of the economy. (You 
probably want to be working in decimals rather than percentages in order to make your lives 
easier.) 

We can further express the rate of accumulation as: 

 r = π - x - t 

where π is the rate of profit received by wealth, x are the expenditures (largely conspicuous 
consumption) of the overclass, and t is the tax rate—including wartime destruction, revolutionary 
confiscations, etc.—in the economy. 

Suppose that the rate of profit in the economy is itself given by the equation: 

 π = 0.2 x (Y/W)0.5 

The rate of profit is equal to 0.2 times the square-root of the ratio of annual income to total 
overclass property wealth—the higher the ratio of property wealth to income, the more difficult it 
is to accumulate profits. To make your lives easier, plug in π into your other equations as a 
decimal 

(a) The pre-1789 European Ancien Régime: g = 0.5%/year in a near-stagnant, still Malthusian 
economy. x = 2.5%/year as the requirements of status competition and display are high, and t = 
2%/year as property is secure. What, in the Ancien Régime, was the steady-state property wealth 
to national income ratio W/Y? What, in the Ancien Régime, was the rate of profit π? 
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(b) The 1789-1865 American Industrial Revolution era: g = 4.5%/year in an expanding settler 
economy. x = 1.5%/year as the requirements of status competition and display are moderate, and 
t = 4%/year as property is not as secure. What, in the American Industrial Revolution era, was 
the steady-state property wealth to national income ratio W/Y? What, in the American Industrial 
Revolution era, was the rate of profit π? 

(c) The 1865-1929 Gilded Age: g = 4.0%/year in an expanding industrial economy. x = 0.5%/
year as the requirements of status competition and display are substantial but wealth has 
accumulated so that it is genuinely hard to spend, and t = 1.5%/year as property becomes secure. 
What, in the  Gilded Age, was the steady-state property wealth to national income ratio W/Y? 
What, in the Gilded Age, was the rate of profit π? 

(d) The 1933-1980 Social Democratic Age: g = 4.5%/year in an expanding industrial economy. x 
= 0.5%/year as the requirements of status competition and display are less and wealth has 
accumulated so that whatever you spend is trivial, and t = 5%/year as property is taxed to support 
big government. What, in the Social Democratic Age, was the steady-state property wealth to 
national income ratio W/Y? What, in the Social Democratic Age, was the rate of profit π? 
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Problem 2: Long-Run Economic Growth

In the year 0, global living standards were roughly $750 in annual real GDP per capita.  

(a) Suppose economic growth had started back then, raising our standard measurements of living 
standards at 0.25%/yearn starting then. By what factor would the world average today be richer 
than the United States, with its current annual real GDP of $60,000? 

(b)  Suppose economic growth had started back then, raising our standard measurements of 
living standards at 0.5%/yearn starting then. By what factor would the world average today be 
richer than the United States, with its current annual real GDP of $60,000? 

(c) Suppose economic growth had started back then, raising our standard measurements of living 
standards at 1.0%/yearn starting then. By what factor would the world average today be richer 
than the United States, with its current annual real GDP of $60,000? 
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Problem 3: Gains from Trade in Manufactures

In 2020 the United States will use some $10 trillion of manufactured goods as measured by the 
price level as it will be in 2020—producing $9 trillion and paying for the extra $1 trillion by 
exporting services. 

Let’s use that as our unit of the quantity of manufactures—$1 worth at 2020 prices is equal to 
one unit of manufactured goods. And let’s set our index of the price of manufactured goods in 
2000 equal to 1. 

Suppose the supply curve for manufactured goods has constant-returns-to-scale, with no 
producer having (much of) an opportunity cost advantage over any other. 

Suppose the demand curve for manufactured goods is a straight line linear function such that an 
increase in the price from its 2000 value of 1 to a value of 2 would lead to a reduction in the 
quantity demanded by $1 trillion. 

(a) What will be the equilibrium price of manufactures in 2020? 

(b) What will be the equilibrium quantity? 

(c) What will the level of consumer surplus be in 2020? 

(d) What will the level of producer surplus be in 2020? 

(e) Suppose that a trade war shuts down imports of manufactures, and that U.S. producers have a 
maximum capacity of only $9 trillion of manufactures. What will be the trade war consumer 
surplus? 

(e) Suppose that a trade war shuts down imports of manufactures, and that U.S. producers have a 
maximum capacity of only $9 trillion of manufactures. What will be the trade war producer 
surplus? 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Problem 4: NIMBYism in Greater San Francisco

Suppose that the supply curve for housing in an American sunbelt megacity is: 

 P = 0.125 Q 

where P is the price per month per bedroom of an attractive central location, and Q is the number 
of bedrooms—the number of people—in millions. (People in less attractive locations get a 
discount, and people who own rather than rent have a more complicated problem. But for 
simplicity assume that we can represent this whole market by just one supply curve and one 
demand curve.) 

(a) Demand for housing in a west coast sunbelt city—call it Ellay—is: 

 P = 4 - 0.125 Q 

where, once again, P is the price per month per bedroom of an attractive central location, and Q 
is the number of bedrooms—the number of people—in millions.  

What is the equilibrium price? What is the equilibrium quantity?  

What is the consumer surplus? What is the producer surplus? 

(b) Now let’s consider another west coast megacity: call it Esseff. The supply curve and the 
demand curve for housing in Esseff are the same as in Ellay. But local politics have given control 
over zoning to the NIMBY lobby—Not In My Back Yard—and so the housing stock in Esseff is 
fixed by government regulation at a maximum of 6 million bedrooms. Suppose rent control has 
been outlawed—landlords lucky enough to have built can charge what the market will bear. 
What is the equilibrium price? The equilibrium quantity? The consumer surplus? The producer 
surplus? 
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(c) Are landlords as a class happy or unhappy that Esseff has powerful zoning and growth 
restrictions—that Esseff is not Ellay? How happy or unhappy are they? 

(d) Are people trying to live in Esseff as a class happy or unhappy that Esseff has powerful 
zoning and growth restrictions—that Esseff is not Ellay? How happy or unhappy are they? 

(e) What effects other than on price do the zoning restrictions have on housing in Esseff relative 
to Ellay?  
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Problem 5: A $15/Hour Minimum Wage in California?

The minimum wage was $10/hour in California until January 1. It is now scheduled to rise to 
$15/hour by 2022. If the minimum wage kept pace with inflation and productivity growth, it 
would have risen from $10/hour in 2016 to $12.50/hour in 2022. So we are talking about a 20% 
increase in the California minimum wage—an increase from the $12.50/hour in 2022 it would 
have been without the extraordinary increase to $15/hour. 

Suppose that the demand for minimum wage workers in California in 2022 will be given by: 

 P = 32.5 - 5Q 

where P is the minimum wage in dollars per hour, and Q is the number of minimum wage and 
near-minimum wage workers. Suppose further that the supply curve for minimum wage worker 
over the relevant range is: 

 P =  -10 + 5Q 

where once again P is the wage in dollars per hour, and Q is the number of millions of workers in 
minimum-wage and near-minimum-wage jobs. (That is: the opportunity cost for a minimum 
wage worker is zero for the first 2 million workers, and rises so that each extra dollar per hour 
offered calls forth 0.2 million additional minimum wage workers.) 

(a) What is the equilibrium price, quantity, consumer surplus, and producer surplus if there is no 
minimum wage? 

(b) What is the equilibrium price, quantity, consumer surplus, and producer surplus if the 
minimum wage in 2022 were to be set at its productivity and price-adjusted pre-2017 value of 
$12.50/hour? 
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(c) What is the equilibrium price, quantity, consumer surplus, and producer surplus if the 
minimum wage in 2022 were set at its productivity and price-adjusted pre-2017 value of $15.00/
hour? 

(d) What is your assessment of whether raising the minimum wage in 2022 from its pre-2017 
productivity and inflation-adjusted value of $12.50 to $15 is a good policy?  

(e) What is your assessment of whether eliminating the minimum wage in 2022 would be a good 
policy? 

pages: https://www.icloud.com/pages/0auZN3Ylcxa7aIoRcJPvakToQ  #AEH
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